
Day Four (Picture Album for Day Four)

The alarm rang at the scheduled 4:30am. 4:30am!!! “What, are we nuts?!?” the D’Alises yelled in unison. No,
they were not. They got up around 5:30am, and were at the entrance of the park by 6:00 … rather a few
hundred yards from the entrance of the park, slowly inching forward. What the heck were all these people
doing up so early? Oh well; sipping coffee, and inching forward, the D’Alises promised themselves an earlier
start for the next day. Still, once in the park, traffic moved pretty well. These early risers were in a hurry.
Here, during the drive to Lamar, Emilio made a huge mistake. The temperature had dipped below 20o

overnight, and everything was covered with frost. As they drove, the sun crested over the hills, and every sign,
mile marker, tree, boulder, and even the river, started to “smoke”. Steam rose from the frost as the sun worked
hard to dispose of it. Emilio should have stopped to take some pictures. But, the idea to rush to the valley and
see wolves had a firm hold on their minds. They took note of the unfolding swirls of steam and marveled at the
more striking ones, but they pressed on. Turning north at Canyon Village, they began rising in elevation. No
cars on the road with them, they hoped for a quick trip to their destination.

What they did not hope for was two buffaloes walking in the
middle of the road. Wherever they were going, they were
doing it slow. There was a cliff on one side, and a drop-off on
the other. No way to get around them. The rules are one
must maintain 100ft distance from any wild animal. Nothing
to do, but to slowly follow as they made their way up
Dunraven Pass. As long as we’re waiting for the D’Alises to
get through, we might as well talk about the big brutes. The
Buffaloes, not the D’Alises.

One notices pretty quickly that buffaloes are aware of cars,
roads, and the relationship between the two. Invariably, when some are on the road, the ones bringing up the
rear meanders left and right while the ones in front keep walking straight. As they meander, the ones bringing
up the rear will look back, and keep an eye on any approaching cars. If cars get too close, they will turn and
face them. The other buffalos just keep going. They have it down to a science. The other instance of buffalo-
road interaction is when a group of them plan to cross the road. The first one will slowly advance to the middle
and stop. This gets all the cars to stop. Then the others will cross while the stopped one waits and watches.
Once the last one has crossed, he (or she) will get off the road and follow them. Neat.

In this particular instance, a car containing an idiot a driver with little patience, basically “pushed” the pair
along. When the one bringing up the rear turned to one side, the car accelerated around him. This pretty much
pissed the guy off. He turned toward the D’Alises and took up a defiance stance. No way they could profess
their innocence; it was the other guy who had been the jerk, but they were left to take the blame for humanity.
Emilio put the car in reverse and got ready to retreat if the big guy decided to charge. A few tense moments
ensued, and then the pair visibly relaxed. The buffaloes, not the D’Alises; they were still nervous. A good ten
minutes later, Emilio deemed it safe to slowly drive past them.

The rest of the way to Tower-Roosevelt (the turnoff between
Mammoth Hot Springs and Lamar Valley) was uneventful.
Winding mountain roads, large tracts of burned timber, spacious
vistas, and the sun continuing its slow rise. At least it promised to
be another beautiful day. There were a few more buffaloes along
the way, but most were still as statues, the morning dew trying to
hang on to their fur even as the sun’s ray erased it from everything
they touched.



Lamar is the place to be for people who want to
see animals. The D’Alises resolved to stay closer
to the valley on their next visit to the park. Pretty
much, they made their way to the valley almost
every day. Considering it’s distance from West
Yellowstone, one can quickly surmise it must be
quite the attraction if the D’Alises were willing to
negotiate the long drive to and from. This first
day there was to be a template for those to follow.

There was a minor disappointment as the D’Alise
reached a group of people who had been
observing some wolves. The group was breaking
up, as the wolves had moved into the trees. A

few were still running around, but only visible as very small specks, even though binoculars. Really, they could
have been anything. The pair once again resolved to get there earlier the next morning. But for now, they made
their way East, following the road to the Northeast exit.

More buffaloes (big herds this time), coyotes, antelopes, a grizzly, some Dall sheep, and some beautiful scenery
made the drive to the exit a real joy. For all the activity, the valley is really long, and traffic was pretty sparse.
Having reached the exit, they turned back and drove back through the valley. They saw the same animals, with
one glaring exception.

(Click to Open Album) At one point during the drive, the D’Alises saw some coyotes hunting by the side of the
road. They also saw one coming down a hill and trekking toward them, but he went behind some brush. They
pulled off the road, parked and got out. The coyotes they did see started to act strange, slinking down, and
looking toward the one that was approaching. It seemed
unconcerned, and with barely a glance, walked between Emilio and
the car, crossed the road, and kept going. The thing was bigger than
a coyote. That’s because it was a wolf. Some wolves leave the
packs and wonder about alone. They are called dispersers and are
outcasts. Packs will kill them if they come across them.

At the time, the D’Alises were not sure what it was. They thought it
looked like a wolf, but were not familiar with dispersers. They

thought wolves were always in packs, so they considered it might
be a “bigger” coyote. Obviously, when one looks at the album,
they do not compare. It was, in fact, a gray wolf. The D’Alises,
and a few other people that had stopped, tracked the animal to the
water’s edge, where it tried to catch an otter. The people did not
see the otter until it jumped into the water, but the wolf must have
spotted it from quite a long way away. He had snuck up in a wide
circle and had been nearly successful. No one felt too bad about
him missing a meal, as he looked well fed.



The day was still young, the weather was great, and so the
D’Alises decided to head back to Mammoth Hot Springs. On
the road between Tower-Roosevelt and Mammoth Hot Springs,
there is a side road that makes a loop to the main road. Blacktail
Plateau Road is a gravel road that rises quite a bit but meanders
through some pretty country. This is where they say their first
black bears, a mother and her cub, probably a third of a mile
away. It was kind of fortuitous because they happened to be
crossing a clearing at just the right time. As with all the long
distance photos, these are not the best, but they are included in
the album just the same. That same road offered up yet another

coyote, a couple of Falcons, and some interesting rocks.

Back on the main road, the ride to Mammoth was beautiful but uneventful. The first stop was the restaurant.
No buses about, so there was a minimal number of old people. It should be mentioned that throughout the visit
there was a marked lack of kids. Oh sure, a few here and there. But this had been specifically planned for after
the start of the school year. The D’Alises like kids … behind some heavy, soundproof Plexiglas. Kidding.
They like kids, but when on vacation, they prefer a scarcity of them. Going to Yellowstone in September
ensured a small number of encounters. Now, if they could only figure
out when old people like to stay home …

After a quick lunch, it was on to one of those photo redemption areas;
The Lower Terraces Area. Interesting thing with Yellowstone; it is
constantly changing. The particular area Emilio was looking forward
to shooting had dried up, and a new area had spread enough to wipe
out the original walkway. Rangers were building new ones, but
meanwhile one of the desired shooting spots was unavailable. Wiping
a tear of frustration, anger, and general displeasure, Emilio resigned to
shooting the crap out of what was accessible. In truth, once back to his usual calm self, Emilio realized that
what was lost had been replaced by things that were just as interesting and photogenic. New terraces, new
lakes, new interesting things that while impermanent, were captured for digital eternity (or until the next hard
drive crash).

Satisfied with the material acquired, the pair decided to
head to the Canyon of Yellowstone. In yet another
mistake, they headed south, on the same road they had
traveled just the day before. Only this time there was
road construction. Emilio took it surprisingly well …
perhaps the scenery had something to do with it. Soon
enough, they were on their way. Once at Canyon
Village, the D’Alises headed to scout the Canyon. The
plan was to get up early (again) and catch the sunrise at
the Canyon. The best outlook was closed, but the
alternative would do. A few pictures were snapped, with
the bulk slated for the following morning.

Being still early, the decision was made to return to the place of animals-a-plenty; Lamar Valley. Never got
there. Between Tower Falls and Tower-Roosevelt, the D’Alises saw a group of people with spotting scopes.
They were parked at the side of the road, and they all faced the same way. Noticing the lack of celebrities
around, the D’Alises correctly surmised there be animals about. Wolves!



Now, that very same
morning, the lighting
had been terrible, the
distance great, and the
activity minimal. And
that was supposed to be
the optimal viewing
time. Bah! This was
the best viewing the
D’Alises would have
during this trip. It
started with a lone
black wolf, but soon the
whole pack – they
counted 11, but there
may have been more –
was out in the open
hunting field mice,
running around, and
really interacting.
Periods of play were punctuated by haunting howls. There must be a primordial remnant in our collective
ancestral memory because that sound can really send chills down your spine. Not fear. Something else.
Neither could describe it, but both felt it. The D’Alises sat there for nearly two hours, leaving only when the
sun decided to call it a day. The pictures do not do justice to the experience. They are included on the album,
for some people may get something out of them. The treat was watching them through binoculars; listening to
them call to each other; sharing the experience with other people who obviously enjoyed it just as much.

It was the cap to a great day. The road back to the room was long, the sun was down, but the experience had
brought a sense of peace, a rare inner calm. Later, much later, they would ponder on the how, the why, and how
to achieve it again. But for now, it was to be enjoyed with quiet conversation reliving the events of the day.
Pictures are nice, but those memories are going to last a long time.

A quiet dinner, some light reading, and off to bed, anticipating another day of wonder and excitement. It would
start with the effort to duplicate a famous picture of the canyon in the early morning light. That meant another
early rise, but not as long a drive. And the Fourth Day passed into history.


